World History Seminar,
University of Cambridge
Lent Term, 2015-16
5pm, Room I 4, Corpus Christi

14 January
Professor Mark Harrison (Oxford)
‘The Origins of a Pandemic Disease: The Emergence of Cholera in Early Colonial India’

28 January
Professor Megan Vaughan (UCL)
‘Metabolic Disorders in Africa: Biology, History and Metaphor’

4 February
Professor Sebastian Conrad (Freie University, Berlin)
‘The Global Transformations of Time Regimes in the Nineteenth Century’
With Global Intellectual History

18 February McCrum Lecture Theatre, 4-6pm (Please note change of time and venue.)
Professor Kenneth Pomeranz (Chicago); Professor John McNeill (Georgetown); Professor Merry Wiesner-Hanks (Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
Roundtable on *The Cambridge World History*, Volume VII with comment from Professor Gareth Austin (Cambridge) and Dr Sujit Sivasundaram (Cambridge). With Economic and Social History Seminar.

25 February
Professor Jonathan Hyslop (Colgate University, New York)

3 March
(With American History Seminar)
Dr Sarah Pearsall (Cambridge)
‘Enlightenment, Polygamy, Vampires’

Convenors
Alison Bashford
Shruti Kapila